A Tour of HACC’s Harrisburg Campus
Harrisburgv3.mov
https://youtu.be/vz6rD4z2K_U

[ Fade in on flyover of Harrisburg Campus ]
[ Fade in music ]

MALE VO
The Harrisburg campus spans over 200 acres and consists of 27 academic and student service buildings. The campus serves as a public garden to the community and boasts nine distinct gardens and over 900 trees.

[ Cut to shot of McCormick Library ]

MALE VO
The campus facilities include the McCormick Library,

[ Cut to shot of The Bruce E. Cooper Student Center ]

MALE VO
The Bruce E. Cooper Student Center, which houses

[ Cut to photo of The Chef’s Apprentice ]

MALE VO
the student-run cafeteria and

[ Cut to photo of Rose Lehrman Arts Center Theatre ]

MALE VO
the Rose Lehrman Arts Center which contains a 380 fixed-seat theater.

[ Cut to shot of Select Medical Pavilion ]

MALE VO
Select Medical offers classes for those pursuing degrees or certificates

[ Cut to photos of Surgical Technology, Dental Hygiene and EMS students ]

MALE VO
in health careers including nursing, dental hygiene and paramedic to name a few.

[ Cut to shot of a HACC CDL truck ]
MALE VO
The Harrisburg campus has extensive technology and

[Cut to shot of Mechatronics display]

MALE VO
trade offerings through associate degree, certificate

[Cut to shot of student and instructor working together]

MALE VO
and diploma programs as well as through workforce development training.

[Cut to flyover shots of the Public Safety Center]

MALE VO
HACC proudly serves its community with high-quality training in Public Safety. Public Safety offerings are housed within the Senator John J. Shumaker Public Safety Center, a 12-acre complex on the Harrisburg campus that contains North Hall and the Senator Jeffrey E. Piccola Law Enforcement Complex, a 48,000 square foot facility added in 2012.

[Cut to shots of firing range]

MALE VO
More than 30,000 first responders are trained annually through the Public Safety Center in various courses designed for law enforcement,

[Cut to shots of burn building]

MALE VO
fire rescue, emergency medical services, hazardous materials and industrial emergency response personnel.

[Fade to text on screen with HACC logo]
Come learn more about us!
Schedule a one-on-one meeting with an admissions counselor by visiting hacc.edu/Recruitment.
Locally YOURS.

[Fade to black]
[Music fades out]